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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

W.A • .&. Convention !!:Dd ~ A. L, P, o. Convention. The Western .bJ!lteur 
Astronomers are holding their 1956 Convention at the lovell Observatocy, nagstatf, 
Arizona on August 29, :30, and :31, 1956, with a rather informal A, L, P, 0, Con
vention to follov on September 1, Mu-s will then be extremely close to a very 
favorable opposition, and the opportunity to observe it with the famous Lovell tele
scopes is indeed a golden one. Among the professional speakers will be Dr, otto 
struve, who will receive the Blair Medal for hie services to amateur astronomy, Dr, 
~bert G, Wilson, Director of the lovell Observatory, and Mr, Clyde Tombaugh, dis
coverer of the planet Pluto and leading observer of J.Brs. There will be numerous 
other amateur and professional speakers on a wide variety of subjects, Further 
features of this Convention of Western Amateurs ere a trip to Meteor Crater, solar 
movies, displays of telescopes and accessories, and discussions of radio astronomy 
and the new lumicon light amplifier. Dr, Armand Spitz will tell hov amateurs may 
plan group visual observations of the coming artificial satellites. Finally, the 
non-astronomical tourist will find such scenic wonders as the Grand C&.nyon,. the 
Painted Desert, and the Petrified Forest within easy motoring distance of Flagstaff, 

Ve of the A.L.P .0. are much indebted to the W,A,A, for their kindness in making 
possible our first Convention - an event \lhich might otherwise have been delayed 
for many years. We hope very much that every one of our members llho can will make 
a very special effort to be in Flagstaff on August 29, 30, and 31 and September 1, 
Whether we dare attempt future Conventions will depend on the success of this one ! 
Actually, a number of our leading members will definitely attend; and the Conven
tion will be the best of places to renw old friendships and to meke new ones, 

On to Flagstaff ! 

Omission ill Jn9jz ~ ~!! ~. Mr, Howard G, Allen has called attention 
to an omission in hie index of Volume 8 (1954) of Th§. Stro]Jipg A.stronomer. On 
pg, 93 of our July...August, 1955 issue these additions should be made to the topic 
"Herodotus": 

July-Aug, 91, 92*, 93, 94, 95*, 96, 97. 
Nov.-Dec. 149. 

We hope to publish in the fairly near future an index by Mr, Allen of our Volume 
9 (1955). 

~e~ ~ Good Friends. Mr, Patrick Moore has requested us to publish the 
folloving note: 

"When Mr, Baum Yrote his reply to rey article on the radial bands of Venus, I 
received two letters asking w~ there was personal animosity between us. ~ latest 
reply has elicited another, and it seems therefore desirable to make the position 
clear. Mr, Baum am I have been close friends for many years; and although our 
observations of Venus differ, any suggestion of personal dispute is ridiculous 
enough to be amusing. In fact, had we not known each other so Yell, and been in 
constant touch, our comments as printed would certainly have been less emphatic! 

"Suggestions of such a kind are deplorable and unscientific, Recently some 
astronomical journals have printed personal attacks in the form of 'reviws' and on 
one occasion I have reyself been the target of them, but it is safe to say that 
neither IT, Baum nor I would adopt such an attitude, even if we had never met. 
Meanwhile I hope that this note Yill clear matters up in the minds of everyone; 
until the letters Yere received, I must admit that no such idea had entered rey head, 
IncidentaUy, m;y forthcoming book 'The Planet Venus' is dedicated to IT, Baum," 

Personal disputes have done lunar and planetary astronomy much harm in the past; 
and our generation of lunarians and planetarians will be wise to avoid them, even 
when we see delicate detail in very different ways. Prior to the publication 
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of the recent Venus articles by Moore and Baum, the Editor 'W8S assured by them 
in correspondence that their differences were DQ! in any way personal. ~ 
Strolling Astronomer will never knowingly be a party to personal quarrels. 

Hm! 11m!!:r, ~ ~ ScheduJ.e. Mr. Robert M. Adams, 324 South Valley, 
Neosho, Missouri, is in charge of our A.L.P.O. searches far possible lunar meteors 
and/or possible lunar meteoritic impact flares. Early results were reported by 
Mr. Adams on pp. 98-100 of our September-October, 1955 issue, He nOll considers 
a revision of the schedule for searches there given to be advantageous. Since 
the number of observers is small and since some of them find it impossible to 
observe the moon at low altitudes because of trees al¥i houses, Mr. Adams proposes 
that we select times when observers over much of the United States can mske the 
desired searches. Overlapping observations will thus increase. It is then 
necessary to observe either soon before First Quarter or soon after Last Quarter, 
and the greater brightness of the moon will severely handicap small telescopes. 
The new schedule for searches is as follws: 

1956, July 12 a!¥i 13, 9:30-10:00 P.M., E.S.T. 
JUly 31 and Aug. 1, 4:30-5:00 A.M. 
Aug. 11 and 12, 9:00-9:30 P.M. 
Aug. 30 and 31, 5:00-5:30 A.M. 
Sept. 10 and 11, 8:15-8:45 P.M. 
Sept. 28 and 29, 5:30-6:00 A.M. 
Oct. 9 and 10, 7:30-8:00 P.M. 
Oct. 27 and 28, 5:45-6:15 A.M. 
Nov. 8 and 9, 7:00-?:30 P.M. 
Nov. 26 and 27, 6:30-7:00 A.M. 
Dec. 8 and 9, 6:30-7:00 P.M. 
Dec. 25 and 26, 6:45-7:15 A.M. 

All lfh2 :!Wh to share in :li!Wl. ~ ~ ~ ~ !!m.!!. ~ 
Subtract one hour from the times listed above to get C.S.T., two hours for M.S.T., 
and tbree hours for P,S.T. Add one hour to your Standard Time if you are using 
Daylight Saving Time. Anything unusual observed outside of the times listed 
should also be reported to Mr. Adams. 

~ ~ Habitable? We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of an article 
with this title, reprinted from the January-February, 1956 issue of Oz:dnMce. 
The author is Major James R. Randolph, formerly in the A:rmy Ordnance Reserve and naw 
Executive Vice President of the American Rocket Research Association, a student 
organization to encourage amateur research on rockets and space travel. Major 
Ra!¥iolph argues that a nation which can launch artificial satellites can with mere 
money and effort build space ships capable of reaching the moon, Mara, or Venus and 
can with less money and effort build intercontinental missiles for warfare. He 
thinks that a keen interest in space flight ms:y be almost necessary if military 
preparedness is to be maintained over a period of years or even decades. The pro
blem of whether man can survive on Mars or Venus is thus very important, The 
spectroscope gives us a negative answer to the question of whether there is oxygen 
on Mars. Major Randolph challenges this negative result and suggests several 
experiments. 

DraWings for Front ~. We take pleasure in presenting on the front cover 
of this issue a lunar drawing with a large telescope by the skilled British lunar 
observer, Dr. H. P. 'Wilkins. We hope in future issues to use on our cover other 
drawings of other lunar and planetary subjects by other observers. The number 
of drawings that can be so used is obviously very small. In order to qualify, a 
drawing must have rather strong contrasts of tone (else some detail is lost in 
reproduction), must~ be in natural colors (at least not for the present), and 
should be about six inches long by four inches wide, though there is some flexi
bility in size, It must also, of course, be of rather good quality. 
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MARS- 1956 

by Frank Vaughn 

Foreword.. As incoming Mars Recorder, I should like to express regl"et that so 
able a man as Mr. Avigliano finds it impossible to continue his leadership of the 
Mars Section of the A.L.P.O. 

I hope to be able to serve as satisfactorily as the departing Recorder through 
the interesting and important months ahead for those of us concerned 'With the 
fascinating, am often knotty, problems met in the proper observation and study of 
Martian phenomena. 

I am glad to say that Mr:, Avigllanc 'Will complete analysis of the 1954 apparition, 
in order to preserve the plan and style of earlier Reports. 

The magnificent cooperation which so llllmY observers over the world have shown 
in the past is earnestly solicited, With a continuance of this spirit the already 
considerable success and stature of the A.L.P.o., under the able direction of Mr. 
Haas, 'Will be continued and increased. 

~ ~ ~. The year 1956 ay well be a milestone in M!lrtian observa
tion. Not only will the planet be more favorably presented than for many years, 
but there are today probably more competent observars than at any past such close 
opposition. The opportunity is unusual, too, for new observers to gain experiance 
and knwledge while Mars is approaching, and to use it usefully when the planet is 
close this Sllllllller and fall. 

For seven months Mars' angular diameter 'Will exceed 10 seconds of arc; for over 
four months 15, and for s:ix weeks 20 seconds, during which last period magnifica
tions of from 90X down to 75X 'Will make it appear as large as the moon to the un
aided eye - a fine object for even modest telescopes. 

The ~eat southern ~.'Will be seen full face tram early spring 'til mid
summer {Martian dates), offering excellent prospects for study or seasonal changes, 
the nature and extent of which each observer should decide for himself, if he has 
not already done so; amd if he has, to confirm (or cast doubt on) his views. 

Our efforts this year ought to be directed, as before, toward general drawinge 
and descriptions, colors, and possiblY some photogr"aphs; beyooo this, the large 
size of the apparent disk ought to •uggest some application to exact positional work, 
and the· Recorder hopes very much that some of the observers will find it possible 
to cooperate in such a program, 'Which 'Will be presented in more detail f'urther on. 
A strong effort 'Will be made to investigate possible correlations between markings 
seen and Martian seasons. 

Of the gr"eatest importance is that we have this year both a responsibility and 
a fine opportunity to do collectivelY a good piece of work in planetary astronOIJIY, 
and fg[ our Association. 

In approaching any problem of real substance, it is goed to •stam orr•, and to 
have a look at the general subject of our irrvestigation, and to see what we are 
about in studying it. Certainly we do not wish to collect data for their own sake , 
like taking daily records of the temperature and pressUI.'e, with no end in view save 
that of neatly filling up a graph. 

We are not, like the geologist exsmining a stone, trying to find out what may 
have happened some millions of years ago; rather, it is what ve see nov which is of 
primary concern - what is Mars DQH, while ve are looking at it through our telescopes? 
What do these changing spots, white areas, and elongated marks in the "deserts" mean? 
Perhaps here ve can do no better than to recall some thought of a gl"eat pioneer in 
the studies which we are about to bsgin or to continue, as the case may be: 

"Planetology we may call this science of the making of worlds, since it concerns 
itself 'With the life-history of planetary bodies from their ----inert beginnings to 
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their final inert end. It constitutes the coD!lecting link in the long chain of 
evolution f'rom nebular hypothesis to the Darwi.nilm theory. It is itself neither 
the one nor the other, but takes up the tale where the one leaves off, and leaves 
it for the other to continue." P. !Dwell, 

Mars as tbe Abode of Life. 

We need not tully agree 'llith Lowell to grasp his meaning - that we ere studying , 
not merely a huge spheroidal map in space, but rather a changing world, sensitive 
to season, and hiding f'rom us meanings which we may or may not discover througll our 
weak powers of research. We do believe that something ;!.§.discoverable to us, or 
we ought to give up planetary astronomy and collect streetcar transfers (in greater 
comfort!) in its place. 

That the dark, seasonally ( end annually) varying areas on Mars are vegetation 
of some sort, we may perhaps take as a working hypothesis - other'llise too maey 
corroborative evidences ere left unansvered. Without this assumption it is diffi
cult to explain the changing hues as the seasons progress; the varying of the bound
aries of principal l!I!D,A, end occasioually, new, or disappearing markings. Probab
ly no apparition of Mars passes without some noteworthy examples or change (which 
alone is the criterion of life, plenetolog:l.cally). 

~Procedure. Each observation ougllt to bear the follo'lling data, to be of 
greatest value: 

(1) The date, and the time to the nearest minute. The date includes the year. 
It is strongly recOill!lended that Universal Time be used, as it simplifies processing 
data greatly. The U. T. d8}' begins at midni~t at 0° longitude (Greenwich) • Thus, 
0 hours U.T., 20 Juns, is equivalent to 6 P.M. 19 June, C.S.T., or 7 P.M. 19 June, 
E.S.T., etc. Suppose an observation is made at llal5 P.M., 2 July, P.S.T.; this 
would be recorded as 0715, 3 July, U.T. 

(2) The magnification used. 
(3) The telescope used, and whether a retractor (rr) or reflectar (rl). 
(4) '!lli. rm1L Qt. thi.. ~ (!) • 
(5) The central meridian presented at the time of the observation. For this and 

other data, the American Ephemeris and Nautical 4Jmanac is indispensable, am may 
be obtained f'rom the Superintendent of Documents, Goverlllllellt Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C., at four dollars a copy. 

The central meridian (C.M.) is the Martian longitnde crossing the apparent 
disk on a lins joining its poles, end is given for each day or the year for 0 hours 
U.T. The longitndes of Mars pass across this line at the rate or 14 °.6 each hour, 
so that the observer may easily construct a table of values far various times, to 
facilitate finding the C.M. at the time of observation. The values ought to be put 
down to the nearest tenth of a degree, so that if several values are added together 
in obtaining the C.M., no appreciable error is introduced. 

(6)0$, the plenetocentric declination of the earth, referred to Mars' equatar. 
It is usetul in positional wark on markings, and tells the Martian latituie at the 
center of the apparent disk. When this value is positive, the northern latitudes 
are turned towards us; when negative, the southern. 

(7~d', the planetooentric longituie or the sun, measured f'rom the vernal equinox 
or the northern hemisphere of Mars. It is an indication of the seasons on Mars, and 
is hence of value for our work. Here 0° corresponds to the vernal equinox or the 
northern hemisphere and the aut'UIIIIUll equinox of the southern; 90°, the sUDDDer sol
stice for the northern hemisphere, and the '!linter solstice for the southern; 180°, 
the aut'UIIIIUll equinox for the northern latitndes and the vernal equinox for the south-
ern; 2700, the winter solstice for the northern latitudes and the summer solstice 
for the southern. 

(S) Seeing (S). The scale almost univE!l"sally used is f'rom 0 (images hopelessly 
blurred) to 10 (images perfect in every respect). This is a highly arbitrary datum, 
but it is surprising how closely observers can be got to agree on the number assignsi. 

(9) Transparency. The scale most used is f'rom 0 (invisible due to heavy haze) 
to 5 (perfect clarity). Ordinary clear nights, with a well-seen, but not 'briJ11ant 
lllilky way (far example), might be recorded as T 4 or thereabout.. This value ought 
to be estimated when color observations are recorded. 

! ~ ~ !:Q.t lim! Observers 2.!: ~. Mars, like any other planet, or the 
moon, yields up its details only to a practiced eye, am any initial disappointment 
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which might result from seeing only a bright, orang:l.sh disk, with vague and diffi
cult shadings, ought to be suppressed in favor of persistent and continued observa
tion, when more and more will be seen ( and much of that easily), and one will then 
wonder hw it vas that so little could have been recorded only a short time before. 

There are various theories to account for this "training" of the eye, but any 
good observer knows that this period of frustration must be borne for a while in 
order to do good work later. It would be a good plan to mske drawings of various 
objects, together with carefully descriptive notes. Jupiter, Saturn and the moon 
make good objects, and should be observed frequently am critically. 

In addition to training the eye, one will arrive at the best magnification for 
various seeing conditions and detail. 

The Recorder hopes that many new observers will try Mars work this year, and 
that they will feel free to correspond on mtters not made clear in this paper. 

~Observations !Yl! Dra'!dngs. The making of careful drawings and notes at 
the telescope has been, ~ remins, the fuMsmental approach to the study of Mars. 
The skills later brought to the interpretation of such observations are important, 
but limited strictly to the quality of the data on which their application is based. 

Those with small telescopes will necessarily be somewhat limited as to what they 
can reliably see and describe, not alone because of lesser resolving pwer, but also 
because a smaller light-grasp makes many important details too faint to see adequate
ly.This last is often more important than resolution, and varies more with aperture. 
Nevertheless, we have seen too much good work done with small apertures to be pedan
tic about what can be done with patience, persistence, skill and juigment. 

Generally speaking, apertures up to 6-inches will not be of much avail for 
reliable study until the angular dismeter of Mars exceeds 12 to 15 seconds of arc, 
and possibly the most valuable work they can do then is in careful general des
criptions of the details drawn, with emphasis on the shape and color of mrkings, 
and careful estimations of the size(s) of the polar cap(s). lt is most important 
to have a map of Mars handy to aid in description. This greatly increases the 
value of the drawings and notes when they are analysed. 

Larger telescopes may be usefully employed in the foregoing, in addition to 
detailed stuiy of particular areas on the planet. The mgnificent work of Moles
worth, for example, on the Syrtis Major is a classic specimen of the value of plac
ing some concentration on a specific feature. It will be a long time before Mars 
is again seen so favorably, and it would be a pity, indeed, if those with adequate 
equipment allowed themselves to be satisfied with a few routine observations during 
the apparition, Particular attention might be given, for example, to changss in 
shade and boundary of such regions as Hellas, Syrtis Major, Pandorae Fretum and 
Deucalionis, 0 Sinus Sabaeus and its appendages, Thaumasia and Solis l.acus, or per
haps some 90 or so of longitude of far southern mria. The Recorder would very 
much like to hear from the more advanced observers on a program of this kind. 

Regarding drawings, experienced observers may have ideas of their own which may 
suit them better than the following notes and suggestions, and naturally it is not 
the intention to "convert" already competent draftsmen; rather, the Recorder hopes 
that newer observers may benefit, and if better methods are struak upon that they 
will communicate their ideas. 

It is most important to be painstaking about the shape am relationship of objects 
and their parts, and to represent them on drawings as nearly as possible in their 
correct relative darkness or lightness. A brilliant polar cap looks dull and life
less if the "deserts" are left light also, but if all detail is drawn relative to 
the brightest marks visible, then the drawing gains life, and a sense of reality 
is conveyed. The •triak" is not difficult; if the disk (previously prepared) is 
lightly smudged all over before one has begun to draw, then the eraser adds another 
dimension, and new freedom to one 1s interpretation of what is seen. 1f one uses 
this technique, it is important to exaggerate contrasts, for a lightly shaded sketch 
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does not reproduce vell for publication. 

The movement of detail on Mars is easizy noticed in a few minutea, as the planet 
rotates; it is thus important to sket.ch in the positions of the stronger markings 
fairzy quickly, say within three or four minutes, making sure that the;r are vell 
placed, both relative to each other, and to "landmarks", such as the cap (s) and/or 
cusps. One may then fill in the delicate features at more leisure, alii with care. 

The Recorder would appreciate greatzy the receipt of drawings alii notes at least 
within a week or tvo of their being made, in order that findings of =rent interest 
may be circulated mnong the observers. 

Positional J!!Qrk. Each observer will nat'lll"ally follow his own inclinations to a 
great extent, in working out what he wazrt.s to do and is capable of doing. In what 
follows, however, some deference will be appreciated in the interest of facilitating 
the reduction of the expected large number of observations. 

The Recorder has prepared printed disks of Mars from data given in th~r Amsrioan 
Ephemeris, which oorrect:cy represent the planet 1s apparent disk for various dates 
through the apparition. These are so spaced in time that if observers use them 
for the periods suggested, the errors of position introduced will be SmtJ.ll compared 
to normal. drawing errors. These disks are obtainable for the asking, alii extra 
copies are available when they are used up. The positions of the poles, the cusps, 
the center of the terminator, and the directions in the telescope are indicated, and 
some suggestions ·ror accurate positional determinations are included. The oppart~ 
ty is so good for precise mapping work in the southern hemisphere of Mars this year 
that it would be almost criminal to neglect it. It might be pointed out, to finish, 
that without having a close idea of the physical appearance of. Mars, errors of~ 
degrees in longitude and latitude of markings may be made,rezrlering observations 
made in ignorance of it useless for positional work. 

~Observations. Color observations, when joined with good drawings and 
notes, may be of. the greatest value. Obviouszy, color is inseparable from any study 
in which possible vegetation is being investigated. It;:s development, either in 
intensity or in area, should be closezy correlated with Martian seasons. It is 
most important that each color observation should be"independent" of allY other, as 
the tendency of observers to see "what ought to be seen" is too well known to re
quire colll"'ent, particularzy on delicate or difficult detail. This bias varies 
inversezy (and perhaps geometrioal:cy )with the visibility of detail. 

Some workers like to use color filters. Observers are encouraged to try them 
out, as some have obtained good results with their use. The Recorder's preference 
is to rezy on the eye alone, for while it is an imperfect instrument at best, its 
results are direct. Filters tell onzy whether one area is 11bluer" or "redder• than 
another, e.g. one area is bluer than another if a blue filtEit"lightens it relative 
to the other, as against viewing with no filter. 

As a precaution, colors ought not to be estimated when one has been gazing at the 
diek for some time. The eye fatigues rapidly for colors, and as planetary colors 
go, Mars 1 "deserts n are st.rongzy hued. It would be especially relevant to bear in 
mind that a red or orange fatigued eye sees dark greens and blues against a neutral 
background (!) It might be well to gaze off toward the edge of the eyepiece field 
for several seconds, then looking at the detaila to be estimated for color, gaining 
impressions for a few seconds only. 

Pl1otograMipg. Little need be said here. It is obvious that ggQ\i photographs 
are of the greatest value in every phase of Martian study, perhaps save colors. 
For so many questions, good pictures form a last court, and for others give strong 
evidence. Has one area darkened relative to another? A series of photographs 
may settle matters at once. Did the polar cap cease its diminution for a period, 
and was this related to the frequency of clouds or obscurations? Such a question 
is unlikezy to be answered setisfactori:cy ~ through photographs • Since most 
observers doing photographic work have both good telescopes and a good knowledge 
of the subject, it will be unnecessary to say &liY mare here. The Recorder plans 
a simple photographic program, and will welcome correspondence with those interested. 



A Last Note. It is impossible to cover adequately the program planned, in 
terms of individual observers, in so small a space. The Recorder hopes very much 
to be "swamped" with correspondence with ALP0 members (or others) who plan observa
tional work on Mars this summer and fall. Preparation should not be delayed until 
the planet is close, or many workers will be disappointed, as will the Mars Section 
of the ALPO. 

It is planned to publish notes and comments on current work during the apparition, 
aside from the later Report, and for this reason it will bear repeating that observa
tions should not be overly delayed. Good luck to alll 

A METEORITIC SATELLITE !£ !!!_ MJON 

by Richard M. Baum 

One of the least investigated facets of solar system ast:t'onomy is the little 
known possibility of there being a satellite to the moon; perhaps little known is a 
mis-statement for it is more an unsuspected one than anything else. Of course 
this is mere conjecture, for the absence of such a body is more likely than other
wise. Yet the hypothesis is plausible enough to command serious attention with a 
view to tmdertaking a search in the lunar environs. Theoretically there is no bar 
to it; the only novelty here is that such an object might be discoverable with .the 
range of telescope aper;ture available to the amateur observer. 

It is a matter of common knowledge that the interplanetary depths are populated 
by vast legions of nd.nor denizens of our system, micrometeorites, meteoritic dust, 
meteoritic streams, sporadic meteorites and small asteroids, which flit like fire
flies around the sun, weaving about :J.t a veritable net of varying orbits through 
which plough the planets and their attendant retinues of moons. Now it follows 
that if one of these minor particles passes near the moon its motion relative to 
the sun will be considerably perturbed, and its orbit modified as a direct result 
of the lunar pull. If its velocity and direction of flight are favorable, however, 
then it is not unreasonable to imagine that this meteoritic mass will actually be 
captured by the mo0n and deflected into another orbit altogether, a circumlunar one. 
Hotl long this state will endure would depend on the captured meteorite's space velo
city and direction of motion. If we assume, on the one hand, it to move at a speed 
sufficient to resist the lunar attraction, but insufficient to allow it to escape 
back to the sun, it will circle the moon until the end of time, unless otherwise 
influenced. On the other hand, the velocity might prove inadequate to maintain the 
satellite in its new orbit for an indefinite duration, in which case it will gradu
ally spiral in an ever decreasing orbit towards the lUll&" surface, upon which it 
will eventually fall, the time and place of this event being calculable. The 1m
pace would, or so it appears, be telescopically visible as an abrupt, flare-like 
spot of light of momentary aspect. (Of great interest in this direction are the 
published reports over the past year of no less than four independent observations 
of star-like flashes of light on the lunar surface, for one year a remarkable and 
suggestive total, and contributing much to our knotlledge of lunar meteoric activity. 
Particular reference is drawn to the predictions of lunar meteors by the Japanese 
astronomer Kenzo Kono). 

In view of the foregoing, then, it is evident that any existent lunar satellite 
will be small, and therefore be nothing more than an irregular shaped chunk of rock 
whirling unseen around the moon; any large mass could hardly have escaped notice 
for so long, as we shall presently discuss. 

Realization is but the next step to direct action, and it is not surprising to 
learn of past activo interest in the question. Apparently, the earliest work was 
done by Harvard College Observatory astronomers in 1888, under the direction. of 
their Director, Professor Edward c. Pickering. (1). A study of three different 
methods from which the probable maximum linear dimensions of a lunar satellite could 
be determined enabled Professor Pickering's brother, William H. Pickering, destined 
to become one of the greatest of planetary observers, to obtain a mean value of 
180 meters for the diameter of a companion of the tenth stellar magnitude, which at 
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the mean distance of the moon gives an angular breadth of O" ,1. Due to atmospheric 
diffision, which is obviously greater in the direction of the moon, the detection 
under normal conditions of such a small body is rather complicated, It is well 
known that too sustained an observation of the moon fatigues the eye, and l!luch 
impairs its sensitivity for detecting faint telescopic objects. Similarly so with 
photographs, During any long period exposure the lunar image builds up and spreads 
over the plate, thereby obscuring traces of dim bodies :cying close to it. This 
effect, halation as it is called, is caused by internal renection within the glass 
plate and my be reduced by artificially eclipsing the mocm, as the sun is obscured 
when observations of its corona are made with the ~ot coronagraph; ar again the 
spot on the plate where the lunar image falls may be covered up. Effective as 
this may sound it is not one hundred per cent so, for much of the blackening comes 
not from direct moonlight striking the plate but from scattered light from lens and 
mirror surfaces. A ~actical demonstration of the masking effect the atmospheric 
diffusion of the moon's light has on the visibility of faint stars my be had any 
evening during the gibbous phase period; all but the brightest stars are hidden to 
the naked eye, and even in the telescope they lose much of. their ~istine brilliance 
and sparkle. With res~ct to this point it is readily observed that the most favor
able time to search for a satellite situated at some greater distance from the moon 
is a total lunar eclipse. 

Awake to this fact, the Harvard observers ~epared to search photographically 
for a satellite during the eclipse of January 28th., 1888 with the Bache telescope 
(this had a fine photographic objective by Voigtlaender of. 20 ems, aperture and ll5 
ems. focal length giving a satisfactory coverage of 5° square and a moderate one of 
10° square), this lens being adjusted, according to W, H, Pickering's ~iar theo
retical stuiy, to record only those stars bright enough to leave an impression of. 
themselves on a plate in about 20 seconds, which meant that objects less than mag
nituie 10,0 would not clearly show up, whilst those of mgnitude 9,0 would only 
appear on the best plates. 

The night of the eclipse was chill. Occasional clouds drifted by, and seeing 
conditions were generally disturbed, leaving much to be desired for the carrying 
out of so delicate a task. Notwithstanding the poor quality of atmospheric condi
tions, W. P, Gerrish, astronomer in charge of the Bache telescope, c011111enced the 
search, The fi.i-st exposure was taken at l(il -z:f11 G,M,T., and the last one at 12h 
44m, after which time the work was closed down. Altogether 24 plates were secured 
of a region 30° square with its center the moon in a~oximate right ascension ~ 
/IJm, and declination 18° north. Care vas taken to pay close attention to the re~ 
gion in the ecliptic direction, where it is mare ~obable that a satellite 1Nill 
exist, Subsequent examinations of these plates revealed a first count of 50 suspi
cious objects. This total was reduced to 12, a!Ji this again reduced to one, which 
specimen is still unaccounted far so fer as is known. The other "objects" were 
found to be due to either defects on the plates, or faint stars not listed in the 
Bonner Durchmusterung, the star catalogue used to check off the stars. Negative as 
this result vas it did little to discredit the existence of a lunar satellite, as 
E. c. Pickering pointed out in his report - only showed that nothing bright enough 
to leave an impression on an activated plate lay outside the zone of the terrestrial 
shadow cone at the moment of eclipse. Consequently preparations were put in ham 
similarly to observe the next lunar eclipse, July 22nd,, 1888, Overcast skies, how
ever, prevented any observations being taken. Whether any further searches were 
made at Harvard is not known, but on the strength of the January 1888 one, E, c. 
Pickering concluded that no body larger in diameter than 200 meters could exist in 
the vicinity of. the moon close enough to be retained by that body as a satellite. 

Years later, in 1895 to be exact, the problem was re-examined by the famous 
cometary observer Edward Emerson Barnl"""d, whilst he was at the Lick Observatory. 
Barnard knew of the Harvard search, and of one of the plates of this search had this 
to say1 " In speaking of the Harvard College photographs of the total lunar eclipses 
of 1888, I have before me now a glass copy of one of those made during totality 
January 28, 1888, This picture, though it shows the moon well in the shadow does 
not show details distinctlyJ they are more or less blurred and lost through a lack 
or care:f'ul guiding. From the srat trails it would appear that the telescope had 
been adjusted to the motion of the moon, and then left to care of itself during the 
exposure, • (2). 
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Barnard appears to have made just two searches frOII the Liek with the o-inoh 
Villard lens. The first was conducted during the l'\IDII.r eclipse or !modi 10, 1895, 
but the photographs were somewhat spoilt by the pt"esence of a good deal of base, 
and the result was unsuccessful. The other exploratory series was made during 
the eclipse of September 3rd., of the same year. Conditions were very m:uch better; 
not only was the sky freEr from fogging base and cloui, but the duration or totality 
was unusually long. Consequently the plates,six :in mmber,were remarkably well 
defined, the moon being so clearly represented tbat although immersed in the earth 'a 
shadow its general surface pattern showed up with pristine clarity. On this occa
sion the instrument not .only was clock driven, but also manually guided in order to 
obtain accurate following. No object resembling a lunsr satellite was detected, 
and writing of his laek of result in ~ !stroohysica1 ~ for December 1895, 
Barnard had this to say: "Inasmuch as none or these photographs made during these 
different eclipses bas shown any evidence or a l'\IDII.r satellite, I th:!.nk we are 
fairly well justified in assuming that such a body does not exist of sufficient 
brightness to be detected with our most sensitive photographic plates, and a further 
search for it therefore appears quite unnecessary." (3). 

Subsequently no further work bas been inspired in this direction, and to many, as 
was mentioned at the beginning, this intriguing possibility is not realized, at 
least not generally so. 

It might be argued, in view of the large amount of attention lately paid to the 
science of' selenograpby that a satellite could hardJ;r bave escaped notice, and 
therefore such cannot exist, and Barnard was basically sound in his juigment. _ Such 
reasoning may be dismissed with but little explanation as to why, simply on the 
grounds that until a few months ago very few were engaged in making regular, exten
sive low power sweeps of the moon and its environs (those ourrent]J' engaged in such 
worR have as their prey possible 1'\IDII.r meteors, and are directed by Mr. R. M. Adams, 
an active worker in this matter). (4). 

What then, it will be asked, is the present outlook for the existence of' a 
companion of' the moon? Not very promising, it must be admitted, but it is not so 
dim as to prove entirely hopeless. Essentially we have here a case where lack of 
discovery cannot ful:cy be employed as an argument in favour or non-existence. 
Although indicative of the probability the unsuccessful 1888 and 1895 results can
not be used to completely diminish the possibility. In the first place with the 
absence of tangible evidence the matter may only be approached from a theoretical 
standpoint, so tbat the earlier searches may rightly be regarded as controlled ex
periments adjusted to meet assumed or model, rather than actual ,conditions, Thus 
their result rests solely on the assumptions:· (a) that an existent satellite would 
not be fainter than, in the case of the Harvard search the lOth. magnitude, and in 
those of Barnard the 12th., (b) an analogous albedo to tllat of the moon, (c) a 
motion identical to that of the moon: this will only be so when the satellite lies 
at elongation, at 'Which time it will either be approaching or receding from tlie ob
server, the greatest differences being noticed when its motion is at right angles 
to this line, and (d) providj.ng, throughout the duration of the eclipse, it lay ont
side the earth's shadow, Upon these points is based the contention so authoratively 
asserted by Barnard, that there is no lunar satellite - slender enough evidence it 
will be reckoned. (E. c. Pickering, it will be recalled, was more liberal in his 
remarks; though certain the balance was tipped against the object, he did not totally 
deny it and left the question open). 

Without going into too much detail tha foregoing may be countered with the 
following,- (a) the satellite could have been in eclipse also, (b) the probability 
of a satellite's being as bright as magnituie 10.0 is quite remote, (c) a larger 
satellite would escape immediate notice if it were dark in color, hence faint, al'li 
(d) if its motion were negative and equal to that or the moon, or if it were not at 
elongation at the time the photogra.phs were taken. To these we may add: if we 
assume a process of meteoritic capture then a satellite may not have then existed, 
but have been captured since, al'li, that the time span utilized as a search period· 
was too limited in duration in both cases. 

What is the prospect for a lunar satellite search? w. H. Pickering calculated 
that the ms:x:imum distance from the moon at 'Which a satellite can be retained without 
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escaping to the earth or sun is 37,000 miles, which in angular measure gives a 
greatest possible elongation or 9° 47'. It is expected that a satellite vill more 
llkel.y be found in the moon's equatorial plane. In 1955 R. Kitching varked out the 
sidereal periods far various distances f'rom the center of the moon of satellitic 
bodies revolving about that body, and these are given in Table I. 

Distance 
Ims. 

10,000 
9,000 
s,ooo 
7,000 
b,OOO 

TABLE I 

Sidereal Periods of Possible Lunar Sate~tes 
Situated at Distances from the Moon's 

Center of less than 10,000 kms. 

Period Distance Period 
Hrs. Kms. :Eh-s. 

24.8 5,000 s.s 
21.2 4,000 6.32 
17.8 3,000 4.09 
14.6 2,000 2.23 
ll.6 

Obviously no object of any appreciable size can exist, at least not of the order 
ot Pickering's hypotheticsl loth. magnitude companion. It it did, it is hard to 
Ullderstand vhy it bas for so long escaped· detection. As mentioned earlier a large 
mass could exist and pass unnoticed if it vere dark in color. One of the eleventh 
magnitude vould certainly be more difficult to find, but not contin'U&l.ly and it is 
reasonable to suppose it vould eventually be accidentally observed and followed. 
A tvelfth ma.gni tude satellite vould, or so it appears from practicsl considerations, 
be a different Jlt'Oposition, and it is assumed this is the brightest a satellite 
could be without sensibly impl:'essing its pt'esence on the human or photographic re
tina. 

From this it is seen that any existent lunar satellite will be less than 300 
feet in di8llleter. Probably it will be very much less. 

In considering the question of the satellite's brightness, the effect its manifest 
light variations, as due to phase and constant change of position with relation to 
the earth, vill have on its visibility must of necessity be taken into account, in 
order to select the most favorable epochs of visibility when we may search vitb a 
greater chance of detecting any existent satellite. Now if, as is normal, the 
shape of such a body is irregular, then due to its constant alterations of position 
with respect to the earth ve may expect to observe, quite apart from those changes 
due to phase, sudden and most singular variations in its light. Rotationsl .changes 
might occur but are extremely doubtful; for it seems unlikely so sme.ll a mass vill, 
following its capture, continue to spin on its axis, and therefore ve may altogether 
neglect any such cause as a source of variation production. The most striking 
changes vill be those due to phase, as in the case of its pt'imary, far vhen this 
shows as a slender crescent so vill its companion, and when full so too its companion. 
A most interesting point to here note is that strictly speaking the satellite will 
never really be invisible, nar really ever only be observed as a fractionally lit 
particle, for as the moon's night side is strongly lit by the earthlight so too will 
the assumed satellite's dark side be similarly illuminated from the same cause, but 
vith one difference; it Yill also have the moon 1s light to lighten its nocturnal zone, 
a form then of lunar induced shine. The effect of this may be realized if ve take 
an example configuration, f:lrst quarter. It ve assume the satellite to pass out of 
the lunar shadow and between the moon and earth, then its dark side will be eartblit. 
As it moves round to vest elongation, however, the veak earthlight will be reinforced 
by moonlight, and this latter vill then prove the predominant source of night illu
mination for the satellite. It is .seen that at such a phase the chances of detect
ing a satellite are thus enhanced. 

The best times to search may be elucidated as follows:- (a) around about f:lrst 
quarter, perhaps a day or two beforehand, until the corresponding phase on the vaning 
side, and (b) for a body at or near the retention limit, the total phase of a total 
lunar eclipse. 
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One o£ the moat likely spots at which a satellite is apt to be easily perceived 
is the terminator region, snd it is recommended to observers to keep a watch d'Ul"ing 
the co'Ul"se of their observations far moving light spots in tl:iis area. 

Bearing these points in mind we may farllltll.ate a general description of the 
probable aspect the satellite will present. A swift moving variable star situated 
either close to, or at some farther distance from, its prllna.ry. PEir'iodicslly it 
will pass in transit over the disk, being well displayed at or near the terminator. 
From a combination of earthlight, moonlight and sunlight direct, it will ever be 
seen as a complete visible particle, as opposed to one only partially illumined. 
The average stellar magnitul.e will not be greater than 12. 

As to the observational techniqua most suited to this work of searching far such 
a body, we might say that the direct visual method is the best, sn instrument of 
from 4 to 6 inches apert'ltl"e charged with a low power or comet eyepiece being the 
most useful equipment. Far the reasons stated elll:' lier photography may not be too 
successful under normal conditions. 

I:r any suapicious object be observed the data to note precisely ere1 (a) the 
exact time of the record to the nearest decimal part of a second, (b) the object's 
angular speed, (c) path with relation to background features, and (d) stellar mag
nitude, a special note being made of any variations or abnormali1;r of color. 

At. the beginning of this note it was pointed out that the possibili"tr of a lunsr 
satellite's existing is positively remote; yet despite this there might indeed l1e one, 

and for various reasons it is highly desirous that a search be made to settle the 
question. 
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Postscript .£t ~. The total eclipse of the mocm on November 18, 1956 will 
provide a very favorable opportunity to search far possible small satellites of the 
moon. Totality endures for 1 hr., 19 mine. and will occ'Ul" both with the moon 20 
degrees north CJf the equator and within a few ho'Ul"s of local midnight throughout the 
United States. Visually, these satellites must be recognized. by means of their 
motion relative to the background stars; am it will certainly be a matter of some 
difficulty to obtain the needed data described above by Mr. Baum. Mr. Clyde 
Tombaugh intends to carry on a photographic search far these bodies at this eclipse. 
The method will be to guide the telescope on the moon. The stars will then be 
streaks. A satellite at an elongation will be a point; a satellite elsewhere will 
be a streak on the plate of a length depeniing upon the body's position in its orbit. 

! PRELlMINARY ~ Q!! m PHOTOMETRY ,2! .!!:!! !!!!!! 
OR NIGHT HEMISPHERE OF THE PLANET VENUS --- --------

by Richerd M. Baum 

Although first seen in 1645, by Riocioli, and since by a growing number of 
observers the so called "ashen light" of Venus represents an important gap in our 
knowl.edge of this planet 1s meteorological conditions and phenomena, and can only be 
regarded as a profound enigma shrouded in a mantle of confused ignorance and pre
juiice, a state no doubt enhanced by the cursory way in which it has heretofore been 
investigated. 

In this memorandum I advance certain results obtained from a close protracted 
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study of all available material and personal observations, reserving for a future 
date a complete discussion of the subject. 

1). Early in the 19th century it was noticed that there vas a curious discrep
ancy betYeen observations by different observers which indicated a certain diver
gence of opinion as to the true aspect of the nocturnal hemisphere of Venus. Some 
described it as distinctly darker than the sky when the planet vas projected on a 
bright sky. Others, equally reputable, claimed it to be brighter than the sky on 
a dark field and yet others failed entirely to perceive even the vaguest trace of 
it. Subseq~ently in this anomaly it vas widely assumed there vas sufficient evi
dence to justify the viw that the phenomenon was purely illusory. The inaccuracy 
of this deduction is demonstrated by observations obtained in the late winter and 
early spring of 1953 which show quite clearly what had perplexed the earlier obser
vers to be no more than the phases of a periodic sequence of contrast effects in
duoed entirely ry the quality of terrestrial sky illumination. From these observa
tions and those of T. A. Cragg, w. H. Haas and M. B. B. Heath I have fomxl it possi-

Figure 1 
The Dark Hemisphere of Venus (Dark Phase). 
Richard Baum. 3-inch refr. 120X. 
Poor Seeing. 
April 2, 1953. left cfl, U.T. 

ble to draw up a tentative description 
of this cycle, and this is nov given in 
order that it may be stu:l.ied and com
pared with more recent observations. 
Basically there are but three main ef
fects, which I have termed (a) the dark 
phase, (b) the neutral phase and (c) 
the bright phase. 

(a) 1llll. Dark ~. ln full am
shine or bright twilight the 81m-avert
ed hemisphere shows darker than the sky, 
and so long as the sun remains above the 
horizon retains a constancy of inten
sity, only variations in the quality of 
comparative background illumination i.e~ 
the presence of dust, haze or clou:l., 
having any effect on it. This phase 
may be subdivided into (i) the post
daw period, axn (ii) the pre-sunset, 
the first for a western elongation and 
the second for an eastern. Detailed 
observations at the latter elongations 
indicate that the dark side intensity 
remains stable up till 81mset, but 
immediately afterwards it 1B noticed to 

exhibit an acceleration which progresses to a minimum value about 30 minutes after 
sunset. Tentative studies at the opposite elongations suggest an increase from a 
minimum in the same time interval to a JDIIJd.mum upon sunrise. During this phase the 
predominant color is greyish, or on a darkening field deep blue-grey. This phase 
is, for reasons later to be outlined, optical. 

(b) ~ ~ ~. The minimum of intensity mentioned above. Generally 
it seems to occur when the solar depression beneath the horizon is 6°, thus 30 
minutes after sunset (eastern elongation) and the same length of time before sunrise 
(Yestern elongation). It marks a transient equalization of cytherean nocturnal glow 
and terrestrial sky luminosity intensity, the latter being the determining f actor. 
At an eastern elongation it indicates the transition from optical to real phase, and 
at the opposite elongation from real to optical phase. However, the pre'cise time 
of this moment of neutral intensity is purely a function of local sky illumination 
conditions and may be accelerated or retarded by the degree of brightness of twilight 
or the amount of dust or water vapor present in the air. 

(c) Thlt ~ ~. At an eastern elongation comes into visibility after the 
neutral phase, and at the opposite apparition is visible beforehand. It implies the 
dark side is decidedly brighter than the sky. Color at this period is Yell evidenced 
and has variously been described as coppery, greyish-green, and prussian blue. The 
phase-sequence then for a Yestern elongation is bright. neutral and dark, and the 
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reverse for an eastern. 

The cause of this phase cycle appears to be partially optical, and partly real. 
I am prone to regard its mechanism as follows: It is veil known that if tvo light 
SO)lrces of dissimilar intensity are compared the fainter will appear to be the 
darker. Now with the phenomena considered , ve have two such sources, first the 
pale nocturnal light of Venus, and second the overpowering terrestrial sky light, 
Thus when observed by day, the dark side of Venus may be expected to shaw up darker 
than its environs, and so account far the dark phase, After sunset, in the case of 
an eastern elongation, the sky light will decrease in qUAlity and with the darkening 
field about, the dark side will prove more difficult to detect through reason of' 
lessening contrast, The fade-out will continue until there is a momentary equili
brium betveen the two, this being marked by the complete invisibility of the dark 
hemisphere, hence the neutral phase - the reverse occurs at a western elongation, 
for then, with the sky rapidly brightening and the night side brighter than the sky, 
a decrease to invisibility is noticed in brightness, It is eminently evident then 
that the strange apparently conflicting reports of past and pr'esent observers have 
their cause buried in illumination of the terrestrial atmosphere. 

2). It is widely assumed this ashen glow is basically auroral in origin, but 
whilst admitting the plausibility of this view it has certain shortcomings insomuch 
that it is not entirely supported by observational evidence. If' auroral in nature 
it is only reasonable to suppose that these glows would be confined to definite 
zones centering about the planet 1s magnetic poles, as in the case of' our own aurorae. 
However no such particularizing is evident; the light is uniformly distributed over 
the dark hemisphere, though occasionally it is mottled. With the absence of an 
auroral zone, then, another suggestion is advanced, - a night sky luminescence en
tirely analogous to that of' our own skies, and of the same cause, reactions in 
ionized matter in the upper air. The planet 1s nearness to the sun renders this 
latter more possible due to the greater strength of solar bombardment of the cyther
ean upper atmosphere. lWe have here a cause of' the visibility of the dark side of' 
Mercury, where ve might expect a similar state following the detection of' a tenuous 
atmosphere,) Primitive suggestions along this line were proposed by Arago, Webb, 
Lamp, Gore and others in the last century, but due to the then incomplete state of 
knowledge of terrestrial atmospheric electricity, the possibility was not completely 
grasped. 

~ IN 1955-56: ~~ON 

RADIO RADIATION 

by Robert G, Brookes 

Is there a correlation between the long-enduring bright areas of Jupiter 1s south 
temperate zone and/or the Red Spot area with the Jovian radio radiations? 

During November and December, 1955 the radio astronomers at the Carnegie Institu
tion of Washington recorded ten definite, one weak and fcur uncertain outbursts of' 
radio radiation at 22 mc/s being emitted from JUpiter, The physical data of these 
Jovian radio radiations were sent to Elmer J. Reese by K, L, Franklin of Carnegie 
Institute (Table I) and Mr, Reese plotted them against features located in Jupiter's 
southern hemisphere (System II), The results are shown graphically on Figure 2. 

As indicated, the long-enduring STeZ bright area B-C and the RSH figure most 
prominently in the areas of definite. outbursts of radio radiation. The long-endur
ing STeZ bright areas F..A and D-E and a Disturbance in the STrZ figure in the areas 
of suspected (uncertain) radiation. 

The above results are based on a pr'eliminary study of possible areas on Jupiter 
that might be sources of' the radio radiation and should not be taken as definite 
proof that the features studied are actual sources of radio radiation. However, we 
do not believe that it is unreasonable to suppose that the long-enduring STeZ bright 
areas and the RSH are at least one source of the Jovian radio radiation, 
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I,Qn!d,tud!i!!! 2f Jcman Rad;i!2 Ra9,1atim. NoE!!!J2m::-D!i!g!i!!!be;t l2~~ 

!2.~ T;i.m!i!f! ;!D U,T. I!!m,g!i! ;!.!!, ~o!!§ntr~g ~g;Lt:!!l.!i! 
~llinning illlil ~l ~li 

1955, Nov. 2 Jit 23m h m* 
14 10 358° - 63° 294° - 358° 

5 10 50 11 13.5 54 - 69 328 -342 

12 09 09 09 23 18 -26 239 -247 

19 11 37 11 53 134 -144 300 -310 

22 09 57 10 14 186 -196 330 -3~ 

24(?) 12 33 12 51 237 -248 5 - 16 

27 (Yl 58 09 Z7 183 -237 290 -344 

Deo. 2 07 47 08 ~ 246 -'279 314 -347 

4 08 45 10 (Yl 237 -287 290 -3~ 

5(?) 10 59 12 24* 117 - 169 162 -213 

11 09 22 10 38 285 -331 285 - 330 

11('1) 11 29 12 56 3 - 56 1 - 54 

16 (week) 08 44 10 00 333 - 18 293 - 339 

18 10 10 11 28 3~ - 28 286 - 333 

19('1) 12 02 12 24 207 -220 144 - 157 

* Indicates termination of observation by terrestrial int81"ference. 
('/) Indicates possibility of confusion 'With interference. 

We have selected three drawings showing the aspects of Jupiter on dates that 
correspond close:cy- to the dates on wb:l.ch the radio radiations 'W81"e recorded. 

Mr. Toshihiko Osava 1s dra'Wing of November lOt 19551 19132 U.T., CM1 82°, CM:2 315° 
showB a very 'Week RS area on the C.M. (Figure 3J. 

Mr. Reese's sectional dra'Wing of November 21-221 1955 (Figure 4) shows all of the 
suspected regions of Jovian radio radiation that are discussed in this report. It 
is interesting to note that two of the dark spots, of the type that Dr. Bartlett 
B'!lSpeots might prove to be sources of the radio radiation (see ·Ihl Str211inR .lstro
~. Vol. 9, Nos. 5-6, 1955) are shO'Wll on Mr. Reese's dra'Wing, both of than being 
in the SEBn, one just belov the folloving part of the RSH and the other right on 
the fo11oving edge of the drawing. Hovever, it appears as if the radio radiation 
is being emitted from sources located in System II; if this is the case, then these 
two dark spots, being in System I, would not be involved in the radio phenomena. 

Mr. T. A. Oragg's drawing of Novembar 28, 1955, 12150 U.T., CMJ. 159°, CM:z 256° 
(Figure 5) shove the Disturbance in the STrZ approsching the preceding limb of the 
planet and the RS area coming around the folloving limb. This dra'Wing also shows 
some intense dark spots 'Within the STrZ Disturbance. 

~ Material l9!: ~ ~ Obs!i!rvw• There is a lim1ted amount of material 
pertaining to the Jovian radio radiations that has been published in professional 
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Figure 3. Jupiter 
T. Osawa. 
6-inch ref'l. 230X. 
November 10, 1955, lCJh 3t", U.T. 
~ = 82°• CM2 m 315°• 

F 

Figure 5. Jupiter 
T, A. Cragg. 
6-inch refr. 180X. 
November 28,1955. i2h ~,u.T. 
~a 159°• CM2 = 256°• 

Figure 4. Sectional Drawing of Part of Jupj.ter on November 2l and 22, 1955. 
E. J, Reese. 6-inch refl. 240X, 320X. 

publications which will be of interest to the serious student of Jupiter. It is as 
follows: 

1. ~ of Geopl!ysical Research, Vol. 60, No, 2, June 1955. 
Observations of §:. Variable Radio Source Associated 'llith .:!ill§. ~ ~. by 
B. F. Burke and K', L. Franklin. 

2, A paper by c. A. Shain is to be published in the March, 1956 issue of the 
Australian Journal of ~. This article '11111 pertain to the radio radiation 
recorded in 1950-51 by the Australian radio-astronomers. Dra'llings and observational 
notes of several A.L.P.O, observers 'llere stuiied by Mr. Shain in connection \lith the 
1950-51 Jovian radio radiations, We do not kn0'11 1 at present, just h011 helpi'ul or 
useful the A.L.P.O, records were. 

The 'llords possible, suppose and susoocted are used rather freely in this report. 
It should be kept in mind, however, that these 'llords are used only in conjunction 
'llith the specific areas or regions on Jupiter that 'llere studied as possible sources 
of the radio radiation that occurred in November and December, 1955. The radio 
radiations themselves are real and have been established as a Jovian phenomenon. 

The problem now is to determine precisely the exact sources 'llithin Jupiter's 
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atmosphere from which the radio radiation is being emitted, The long-enduring 
STeZ bright areas are prime suspects, now, because in every instance of recorded 
radio radiation during November-December, 1955 one or more of these features was 
on or within (X:/ of the central meridian of longitude. And during the periods of 
most definite radio radiations, the STeZ bright area B-C was passing the RSH; this 
situation is shown on the graph and on Figure 4. 

Since the RS area and the STeZ bright areas are both, probably, at a different 
(lower?) temperature than the atmosphere in which they are surrounded, it is not 
unreasonable to suspect them of being accompanied, at times, by electrical disturb
ances (similar to terrestrial thunderstorms) which could if intense enough give rise 
to the radio radiation. If this is so then we could suspect that when the two 
electrically charged disturbances came together or were passing each other in close 
proximity, as the STeZ bright area B-C and the RSH were doing in November and Decem
ber, 1955, there would be a more intense electrical outburst, That could be the 
reason why the areas of more intense radio radiation were within the longitudes of 
the STeZ bright area B-C and the RSH, 

But, as stated above, this is mere speculation; and it will take further study 
through several more apparitions before the exact source or sources of the Jovian 
radio radiation is determined, 

In the meantime the observation of Jupiter should be high on the amateurs 1 

planetary observing program, There is a possibility that a correlated radio-visual 
observing program will be worked out between the A.L.P.O. and professional astro
nomers. The A,L.P,O., of course, will submit visual observations of Jupiter for 
study by the professional radio astronomers. Hembers of the A,L,P,O. will be ad
vised of this program, if and when it develops, through the pages of The Strolling 
Astronomer. 

!stronomv Made Simple, by Meir H. Degani. 
Vade Simple Books Inc., New York, 1955, $1- Paper bound. 

Reviewed by J, Russell Smith 

Dr. Degani, Head of the Science Department at the State University of New York, 
has given the student and reader one of the most complete and informative books in 
the field of astronomy. The beginner can start \v.Lth this book and learn most of 
the simple facts about the fascinating subject. The book, written especially as 
a self-study and reference book for the student and amate'ln', also contains material 
of interest to the advanced amateur. There are over 250 illustrations which help 
make a complex science more easily understood. The 192 pages are divided into 16 
chapters followed by simple instructions on telescope making and a brief illustrated 
glossary. 

In Chapter I, The Universe, astronomy is defined as the science of the position, 
motion, constitution,history ,and destiny of celestial bodies. FollOl,.ing some 
comments on why study astronomy, the author gives topical discussions on the build
ing blocks of the universe which include planets, planetoids, satellites, comets, 
meteorites, stars, and nebulae. ~ starting with the solar system and continuing 
through a discussion of stars, our Galaxy, and the other galaxies, the writer des
cribes the organization of the universe. Hany simple diagrams help in the explana
tion. The chapter ends with an outline on the universe in terms of distance, 

Chapter 2 takes one through the subject of stars without a telescope. lt is an 
excellent simple presentation of how to locate the stars and constellations, and 
there are sufficient diagrams and monthly star charts to enable the beginner to find 
the constellations by using the book as a guide. 

~pter 3 presents the elements of navigation by explaining parallels of latitude, 
meridians, the celestial sphere, parallels of declination, hour circles, and effect 
of the latitude on the view of the sky. Simple diagrams are used here also to a 
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great advantage. 

Chapter 4 is an excellent one for the beginner with a small telescope, since the 
author points out many interesting spots which include doubles, clusters, and 
nebulae. Simple diagrams which indicate the positions of these interesting oojects 
make them easily located. Much elementary astron~ is also given in this chapter. 

Chapter 5, Telescopes and Their Uses, describes the refracting telescope and the 
process of seeing. lt also explains refraction and continues With simple tracing 
of light rays through a lens. There is valuable information on eyepieces, coated 
lenses, light gathering power, resolving power, and simple telescope mountings to 
be found here. The reflecting telescope is described and interesting facts are 
given about the great 200-inch Palomar telescope. Here the author points out a 
number of advantages of photographic observations. 

Chapter 6, The Chemistry of Stars, and Chapter 7, the Physics of Stars, explain 
in simple form and with diagrams much that is not found in many elementary astro
nomy books. This is an excellent section for the student with little background 
in chemistry or physics. 

Chapter 8, The Nature of Stars and Interstellar Space, explains peculiar stars, 
space between the stars, stellar energy, and the life history of a star. The facts 
given are basic and are discussed in the light of recent research and modern theory. 

Chapter 9, The Galaxies, explains and describes our Gal!ay1 other galaxies, and 
briefly gives information on the universe. 

Chapter 10 gives a wealth of information on the solar system including many facts 
about the sun and mechanics of the system. 

Chapters ll and 14 treat the inner and outer planets while Chapters 12 and 13 
treat the earth and its moon. 

Chapter 15 discusses comets and meteorites and Chapter 16 gives brief information 
on the origin of the solar system. 

I can recommend this book as a handbook, star guide, text, and reference book. 
The reading of the book will certainzy give one a good beginning lmowledge of astro
nomy and is well vorth $1. The paper binding will serve individual use ~cr many 
years if care is used. 

***~"** 

Til§. §1m~ 1M. Influence, by Dr. M. A. Ellison. 
Macmillan Co., New York, 1956. 235 pages. Many illustrations. $4.50. 

Reviewed by Victor 11. Killick 

During the last ten years, new discoveries in nuclear physics and electronics 
together with newly invented observational equipment, have exerted profound influence 
on our understanding of solar activity. For those of us making a special study of 
the Sun, it has been !in arduoua, time-consuming task trying to keep up with the rapid 
progress in the allied fields even without trying to interpret its relationship am 
import to our subject. 

The Principal Scientific Officer of the Royal Observatory of. Edinburgh, Scotland, 
Dr. M. A. Ellison, is author of a new book, "The Sun and Its Influence", which brief
ly, but thoroughly summarizes the essential scientific developments of the last de
cade having application to solar activity and reveals the latest conceptions of the 
world's most advanced thinkers on the subject. Some of these ideas contradict older 
notions. 

Ellison's work first sketches the established physical description of the Sun, 
then goes into the factors of solar activity, unfolding the application of the new 
electronic principles. Latest ideas on the origin of the aurora, radio waves, sun-
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spots, prominences, flares and the corona are brought out. The magnetic effects 
on the earth produced by solar radiation are a feature. There are fine descrip
tions of the new observational equipment for solar study. 

A knowledge af elementary physics is essential for profitable reading of this 
boCllk. Many trained scientists will appreciate the comprehensiveness or the book 
and the clear manner in which it is written. Most .:~f the matter usually found in 
older texts on the Sun has been omitted, except for brief mention here and there. 
The work is ma~ a treatment of solar activity i.n terms of electronics. 

****** 
Relativity !!:n£ ~. by E. G. Barter. 

Philosophical Library, Inc., New York, 1953. 131 pages. $4.75. 

Reviewed by Donald Lee 0yr. 

The book Relatiy:l.ty !!n9. ~ is directed toward a re-evaluation of the 
Theory of Relativity, in which certain paradoxes exist that are capable of being 
cleared up. The book is intended for those familiar with the problems of relati
vity-physics, and the argmnents are designed to be followed by anyone who has some 
knowledge of elementary physics. 

No criticism is directed by the author toward the book of Einstein, and hence 
the scientific value of Einstein's work is unimpaired. One of the things that is 
clearly understandable about relativity is the fact that like legendary Prometheus, 
who brought fire from heaven, Einstein was the one who brought us the actuality of 
atomic energy. Like fire, atomic energy has a capacity for both good and evil, 
but in either instance the degree is relative. 

To explain the relationship of three-dimensional space together with time, mass, 
and energy is a difficult assignment. To explain the paradoxes which arise in 
such an explanation is to further cauplicate the business. Euclidean geometry 
appears to be close to reality, and curved space concepts appear to bear little 
relationship to reality. Under the laws of Newton, we are taught that simple 
motion normally occurs in straight lines, unless some external force is brought 
into play with respect to a mass. Now, with relativity we are taught that three
dimensional objects cannot be isolated from a given time. Similarly, the external 
force acting on a mass cannot be stripped away even for an instant. The best we 
can hope for is that the force will act in such a way that at a given time the 
motion of a given mass will appear to be in a straight line. 

The principle of relativity that seems easiest to understand is the existence 
of an entity called a continuum. By contrast, ether, the all-penetrating non
substance is a most difficult concept to understand. Although it apparently is a 
necessary concept, it allows nothing to hold on to. It is only human nature to 
desire something to cling to. In relativity, all is change, and even time does 
strange things to space. A pillar of strength moves a little, were we to lean 
on it. The only solid "rock" in the relativistic universe is the speed of light, 
which is the constant that becomes the basis for making comparisons. Our language 
was developed assuming a three-dimensional system, and therefore it is difficult 
even to talk about the new system. Thus time and space have separate meanings in 
the day-to-day world, but are inseparable in the continuum of relativity. Barter 
claims that there is nothing which can be compared to an absolute, but that things 
can only be compared to each other. As a reviewer, it is possible that my com
parison of his book is being made to some old-fashioned "absolute", and that ~
lativity and Reality would fare much better if the book had an equal. Actually, 
it stands alone as a very scholarly attempt to fulfill a need in a very difficult 
field. 

****** 
ful1m !ll\9. Modern Life , by Sir E. John Russell. 

Philosophical Library, Inc,, Ne1-1 York, 1955. 101 pages. $2.75. 
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Reviewed by Charles A. Haas 

The author of this book has made a thorough stuiy of his subject. He treats 
science and technology in a simple, interesting and logical style. The reader is 
never at a loss to understand. In discussing each subject, the author gives its 
history and its influence on society at the present time. He treats the subject 
not only as it affects labor but also in its scholastic and p~sical aspects, He 
tells hov life has been prolonged, wealth acCIIIIIUlated, and leisure increased. 

Is man using these opportunities for gr-eater happiness, better living and im
proved moral and spiritual welfare? With our present aim for modern warfare, it 
appears that we are heading for self-extermination. This challenge must be met. 

This book should be read not on1Y by scientists but by all people who have the 
welfare of society at heart, It deserves to be in homes and libraries. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

.Another Flashing Lunar Mountain? Mr. Robert M, Adams has called to our atten
tion a curious lunar observation oy Mr. Robert Miles of Woodland, Calif., an obser
vation rather reminiscent of Mr. Brian Warner's article on PP• 130-131 of our Nov
ember-llecember, 1955 issue. 111:-, Miles says in part: n:;r noticed a flash of white 
light that caught my eye, At first I thought it could have been a l.unar meteor, 
But it kept flashing on and orr.. .. .. The light was very bright but changed its 
color t o a very bright blue, like an arch light, It was brighter than the sunlit 
portions that I was looking at. " Sketches indicate that the object in question lay 
on the night side of the t erminator and perhaps about 100 mil.es east or the gap in 
the mountains on the eas t boundary or the Mare Crisi~. Mr. t;ne~ found the dura
tion or visibility of the fiashing light to be i'rom 3 rfl to 4 3Ci, U.T. on January 
17, 19$6. The colongitude was then 320°, 5 to 321°. 3. These colong:l.tuies seem 
inconsistent with the sketches , and the Editor suspects that the U.T, date was 
really January lQ. I t would be interesting to hear whether anyone else vas obser
ving this lunar area at this sams time - or better still, was then photogr-aphing the 
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Figure 6. Lunar l'1a1n Walter. 
w. K. Hartmann. 
2.4-inch refr, 100)(, 150X. 
March 21, 1956. rfl 3rfA, U.T. 
Colong. = lSO,l. 
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moon. 

Walter . This giant lunar 
walled plain has been drawn by Mr. 
V, K, Hartmann of New Kensington, 
Penna, with a 2.;'..-inch linitron re
fractor. One or his better ~
ings is reproduced here as Figure 
6 , Special attention has been 
given to the triangular hill a 
little northwest of the center of 
the fioor. On Deoember 22, 1955 
at colong:l.tuie 3°.9 this hill was 
apparently highest at its south
eas't corner, which cast a much 
longer shadov than other parts of 
the hill. 

MI-. Hartmann mentions that it is 
his practice to coat his lunar 
drawinga with la7lon, a household 
protective spray obtainable in 
hardware stores, in order to pre
vent smudging. We ~ pass 
along this idea to our readers. 
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A Message to Volunteer Observers: 
The satellite program of the International Geo

physical Year offers a unique opportunity for the 
volunteer visual observer to make a significant scien
tific contribtnion. On him will rest the responsibility 
for obtaining the first and the last scientifically valu
able visual observations of the satellites. Such observa
tions will support the early radio tracking, and will 
probably be the only observations available of the 

dying satellite. The visual 
work will have particular im
portance for the calculation 
of the density of the upper 
layers of the atmosphere near 
the limit of measurements ob
tained with modern high-alti
tude rockets. 

The early satellite track
ing is necessary for the calcu
lation of preliminary satellite
finding ephemerides, essential 

fRED L. WHIPPLE tO aiming the photographic 
Schmidt telescopes that will 

make the precision observations of the satellites. 
Should a satellite's radio fail or some satellites be 
launched without self-contained radios, the full weight 
of responsibility for the critical initial observations of 
the sa tellite will fall on the shoulders of the volunteer 
\ i"oual obser\'ers. 

The earth satellite program has been developed 
by the U.S. National Committee for the International 
Geophysical Year. This Committee was established by 
1he National Academy of Sciences to plan and direct 
the ICY program of the United States, and to coordi· 
nate our efforts with those of some 46 other nations, 
through a special international committee set up by 
the International Council of Scientific Unions. Thus 
the satellite program is part of an unprecedented study 
of the earth and its atmosphere, in which the principal 
scientific institutions and the leading geophysicists of 
the world are involved. 

The National Academy of Sciences, through the 
National Science Foundation, has assigned to the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser\'atory the initiation 
of an optical tracking program for the earth satellites. 
A vital part of this program can be carried out only 
by a corps of qualified visual observers, who in or
ganized groups will man selected strategic observing 
stations. 

We hope that publication of this bulletin from 
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time to time will act as an effective means of dissemina
tion of authoritative information about the progress 
of the satellite program, methods and means of observ
ing and reporting, and related topics. 

We at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob~ervatory 
are grateful for your co-operation. The work required 
of the volunteer observer will be exacting and time 
consuming; but it will confer that most satisfying of 
all rewards to the person interested in science: the 
knowledge that he has contributed significantly to a 
unique international scientific effort of prime im· 
portancc. 

FRED L. \VHIPl•LE, Director 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 

J. ALLEN HYNEK, Associate Director 
of the Satellite Tracking Program 

A Note from the Coordinator: 
The story of the satellites to be laun<.:hed during 

the International Geophysical Year is in itself so dra
matic that it requires no special promotion to awaken 
universal interest. Virtually every human being with 
ordinary curiosity and a spark of scientific imagination 
will want to see the satellites. 

The Bulletin for Visual Observers of Satellites, 
addressed to the volunteers who have registered with 
the coordinator or with members of the advisory 
committee, will be issued from time to time. The 
information in the bulletins 
will be carefully checked for 
accuracy by Dr. Whipple, 
director, and by Dr. Hynek, 
associate director of the satel
lite tracking program. 

Even though this bulletin 
for visual observers will pre
sent the facts as exactly and 
precisely as possible, it cannot 
forsee all the problems that 
may arise; my office will un
dertake to answer necessary 
questions and to provide in

ARMAND N. SPITZ 

terpretation of difficult material. The bulletins may 
be kept in a spring binder or loose-leaf folder, together 
with supplementary information, so tht~:t the file, when 
complete, should contain the answers to practically all 
questions that may be ra ised about observing th~ 
satellite. 

The code names MOONWATCH and SEESAW 
have both been suggested for the visual observing pro-



gram. MOONWATCH is obviously appropriate, and 
SEESAW, because of tbe extremely rapid motion of 
the satellite, will apply in the sense of "I see it-I saw 
it!" In this bulletin, for the present, the word MOON
WATCH will be used. 

Many thousands will vrobably wish to volunteer 
to observe tbe satellite; a large part of these will lack 
the necessary qualifications, and even of those quali
fied only a relatively small number will be able to. 
spend the time and energy necessary to play a useful 
part in the observing program. Before the teams of 
visual observers can be finally chosen, an extended 
period of time will be required for the screening and 
training of volunteers, for experiment with various 
procedures, and for organization and practice. There
fore, the selecting of volunteers is beginning now. 

Skilled and reliable volunteers will be needed to 
observe a satellite in such rapid motion. Each indi
vidual will carry a heavy responsibility toward the 
success of the total program. Each group, and every 

member of the group must be completely dependable, 
if the sum of the observations is to achieve our pur
pose. The coordinator and advisory committee will 
therefore establish basic qualifications and require
ments. Every volunteer must meet these requirements 
before he can be formally accepted as.a group member. 

Members of the advisory committee, whose names 
and addresses are listed on the last page of this bul
letin, are ready to receive applications from amateurs 
seriously interested in taking an active part in the 
program. But please assist the committee in its very 
demanding task by limiting your queries to those that 
are -specifically connected with the observing program. 

\Ve invite participation by amateur astronomers 
who recognize in this project an unusual challenge, 
as well as the opportunity to establish a new and pro
ductive relationship between the amateur and the 
professional astronomer. 

ARMAND N. SPITZ 

Coordinator of Visual Observations 

I. The MOONW A TCH Program 

A. Objective. The primary objective of the visual 
program is to make sure that an obse.rvable satellite 
will not pass over a station without being observed 
with acceptable accuracy. This objective can certainly 
be attained, but it will depend heavily on the MOON
WATCH groups-their number, size, and reliability. 

B. Organization. A central computing bureau for 
receiving and evaluating optical observations will be 
established, probably at the Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory, on the grounds of Harvard Observatory 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The observing groups 
in any given geographical area will be informed when 
an observable satellite may be expected in their region. 
The system of notification has not been completely 
worked out, but it may involve the use of radio, tele
vision, telephone, telegraph, cable, news releases, and 
air mail. .. When a group leader is informed that during 
an approaching twilight period a satellite is expected 
to be observable from his station, he will have the 
responsibility of notifying the members of his group 
and readying them for action. 

C. Individual Qualifications. The central com
puting bureau will accept only the observations dis
patched by a group leader, and the group leader will 
accept and forward only observations made at the site 
chosen for his particular group. Thus, no "lone-wolf" 
observer can contribute usefully to the program; each 
individual must act in co-operation with his group, 
if his observations are to have any value. All observa
tions by a group must, in turn, be made from a stated 
geographical position, as predetermined and recorded 
at the central computing bureau (in the memory sys
tem of the computing machine). 

These very rigid requirements are essential for 
several reasons: 

l. A precise observation of a satellite's position 
in the sky is worthless unless the observer's geographi
cal position is accurately known at the computing 
center for immediate use in the calculations. 
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2. The computing system can deal with only a 
limited number of such known stations, and it will 
not be feasible to investigate reports from isolated ob
servers to determine their possible value. 

3. The satellite program depends on the volun
teer observing groups' to constitute a series of "optical 
fences," to prevent any possibility that a satellite might 
slip through successive zones of observation without 
being seen. Even if it were possible to screen the 
scattered reports of isolated volunteers, the number 
of such observers would have to be impossibly large 
to guarantee that the satellite would be detected by 
their unorganized search. 

D. Group Organization. Each qualified group 
will be under the direction of a leader, with an 
assistant leader, who may double as timekeeper and 
recorder if the group is limited in numbers. Each 
observer in a group must have a pair of binoculars or 
a monocular, of wide aperture and field, supported 
on a mounting that can be directed to a chosen region 
along his meridian. The most efficient instrumenta
tion will be described in a later bulletin. With binocu
lars or rnonoculars whose fields overlap along the 
meridian "fence," some 30 observers for each station 
will be an optimum number to cover the arc of the 
meridian over which useful observations might be 
made. A much smaller group, however, can do useful 
work; the most suitable instrumentation will depend 
on the number of observers in the group. 
· A short-wave radio to give accurate time signals 

is almost indispensable. If some type of recording 
equipment, such as a tape recorder, is available, an 
immediate and permanent record can be made of time 
and other data. Stop watches or other types of second
indicating timepieces must be used to supplement 
even a radio and recording system. 

E. Operational Procedure. The group leader will 
assign to each observer a fixed area of the sky along the 
meridian, so chosen that adjacent fields will overlap 



suitably. During the observing period, each observer 
should fix in mind the configurations of fainter stars 
as they slowly pass across his field of view. In this way 
he will be able to report the precise path of a satellite 
across the field, if he is so fortunate as to be watching 
that part of the meridian over which it passes. On 
seeing a satellite, the discoverer will make a signal 
to the timekeeper and recorder to warn them that he 
has spotted the satellite and to prepare them for an 
accurate time determination. 

The discoverer must not move his telescope to 
follow the motion of the satellite. The group leader 
and assistant group leader should be able to confirm 
the reality of his observation by means of their own 
movable binoculars. The discoverer's immediate duty 
is to reconstruct, as accurately as he can from his 
memory, the exact track of the satellite among stars in 
his field of view, marking it on a chart of the configur
ation, after determining as well as possible the instant 
of passage across an identifiable star group. 

If the group leader is convinced that the observa
tion is authentic, and not some passing aircraft or some 
other spurious target, he will ask certain other observ
ers to follow the satellite's motion and attempt to 
produce an accurate record of its path among the 
fainter stars, calling times at points along the sky that 
can be located with respect to the star background. 

The group leader, at the earliest possible moment, 
will transmit the observations to the central comput
ing bureau by some rapid means, and the. computing 
machine will immediately incorporate the observations 
into an improved solution for the motion of the satel
lite. All significant observations will eventually be 
published, and each will bear the name of the observer 
and of the group leader as those responsible for its 
authenticity. 

When a satellite is near perigee and therefore 
brightest, the twilight watching period need not ex
ceed an hour; when the satellite is near apogee and 
moving slowly, the watch may exceed two hours. It is 
even remotely possible that a satellite may be observed 
twice during one observing period. 

This brief description of the procedure to be fol
lowed by an observing group indicates the nature of 
the problem, as well as the methods needed to insure 
that a satellite cannot pass by unobserved, and that, 
when it is observed, the time and position will be de
termined with the riecessary accuracy. Many variations 
in the details of the observing procedure are possible, 
and ingenious improvements may be developed by 
many groups during their training periods. These 
should be reported to the national advisory committee 
for analysis and possible general distribution to other 
observers. 

II. Basic Facts About the Satellite Orbits 

According to present plans, the first satellite will 
be a polished metal ball, 20 inches in diameter, travel
ing in a slightly eccentric orbit inclined between 30 
and 40 degrees to the earth's equator. The eccentricity 
will be only about 0.07, but it should be remembered 
that this is measured with respect to the center of the 
earth rather than the surface. At perigee the satellite 
should travel about 200 miles above the earth's surface, 
and at apogee some 800 miles. With a mean altitude 
of about 500 miles, its period, which is a function 
solely of its mean distance, will be about 100 minutes. 

The motion of the satellite through the observer's 
sky will be rapid in comparison to the speed of all 
other celestial bodies, except meteors. A satellite will 
cross the entire United States in only 10 minutes; and 
on its closest approach to the earth it will appear, to 
an observer directly beneath it, to move at a rate of 
about 1.3 degrees per second of time. When at apogee 
or at lower meridian altitudes, its apparent rate will 
be reduced to a small fraction of a degree per second. 
For comparison, the apparent speed will be equivalent 
to that of an object crossing the face of the moon in 
from half a second to a very few seconds. 

None of the satellites now planned will be a con
spicuous object. The average apparent visual magni
tude under favorable circumstances will be approxi
mately 7, depending upon the exact size, reflecting 
power (albedo), and the distance. When at perigee 
and directly overhead the satellite may be a magnitude 
brighter, and at apogee or at a low meridian passage, 
as faint as 9th or lOth magnitude. 

The inclination of the satellite's orbit to the 

earth's equator will be equal to or somewhat greater 
than the latitude of the launching site, which will 
probably be about 28° north, at Patrick Air Force 
Base near Cape Canaveral in Florida. The firing must 
be directed over water where shipping has been sus
pended, so that the heavy motors of the first and second 
rocket stages will not endanger human life or property 
when they fall. Observations, however, should be 
made from land, so the trajectory will probably follow 
the northern edge of the Bahamas in a direction some
what south of east. The generally eastward direction 
is highly desirable, for the entire rocket can gain speed 
from the eastward rotation of the earth, which is about 
900 miles per hour at that latitude. Thus the inclina
tion to the equator will exceed 30 degrees, and it is 
hoped that the value will be nearer 40 degrees. 

Observers located somewhat outside of the lati
tude zones equal to the inclination of the orbit may 
still have a good chance of seeing a satellite, but it 
will appear somewhat fainter and be closer to the hori
zon than for observers in latitudes where it can pass 
overhead. 

We do not know how long a satellite will remain 
aloft. Several months is probably a safe guess. When 
we have answered this question we shall have solved 
one of the most important problems to be attacked 
in the early part of the satellite program-the density 
of the very uppermost regions of the earth's atmos· 
phere. Even though that density may be one millionth 
of a millionth of the air density at sea level, its resist
ance will still cause the satellite to spiral slowly 
inwards. The rate of spiraling will be directly pro-



portional to the air density, so observations of the 
satellite will gi\'e a quick direct measure of this still 
unknown quantity. Rocket obser\'ations, incidentally, 
can give us measures only up to about a hundred 
miles above the earth's ~urface. Observations of a 
satellite near the end of its. spiral, when its orbit is 
changing rapidly, will then serve to tie together these 
two modes of measuring Lhe density of the earth's high 
atmosphere. TemperaLUrcs can be calculated from 
these measures, but will depend upon assumptions or 
other measurements of the atmospheric composition. 

If the earth were a perfect sphere, the satellite 
would continue to move in a fixed plane with respect 
to the stars except for the very small perturbations 
introduced by the moon and the sun. But a satellite 
moving so close to the earth's surface is overwhelm
ingly within the gravitational power of the earth, and 
any major shifts in its orbit must arise from the pe
culiar distribution of mass in the earth. 

Since the earth's equatorial diameter is greater 
than its polar diameter, the equatorial bulge causes a 
variable gravitational pull on the satellite as it moves 
around the earth. Except in the case of a satellite mov
ing exactly in an equatorial or polar orbit, the plane 
of the orbit will keep swinging around in the direction 
opposite to that in which the satellite moves- Meas
ured with respect to the stars, the intersection of this 
plane with the earth's equator will move westward 
around the equator with a period of some 50 days. 

This motion of the orbital plane, combined with 
the rotation of the earth and the motion of the earth 
about the sun, presents a rather complicated geomet
rical picture. Furthermore, a satellite can be observed 
optically only when it appears during evening or 
morning twilight, lor then it is illuminated by the 
sun and the observer is in shadow. Thus, the circum
stances for observation become rather difficult to visu
alize. The serious reader may wish to construct a 
simple model of the earth, sun and satellite, to help 
him follow the changing observational zones. 

This model may be made from a small school 
globe, a flashlight (lor the sun) fixed at a lew feet 
from the globe, and a wire hoop that is only slightly 
larger than the globe's diameter. I! the hoop is held 
in such a way that its plane passes through the center 
of the globe and is inclined about 35 degrees to its 
equator, it constitutes a good representation of the 
satellite orbit. If the entire model is placed in a 
darkened room, the flashlight creates the zones of twi
light on the globe in which an observer might expect 
to see the satellite. The satellite will make about 15 
revolutions while the earth turns once with respect to 
the sun. The north and south motions of the zones 
of observability appear quite clearly as one turns the 
plane of the hoop around in a westerly direction; for 
an actual satellite, one turn requires about 50 days. 

Another way to visualize the situation, with or 
without the model, is to adopt the satellite's point of 
view. Suppose we are moving with the satellite and 
looking down at the earth. Underneath us we shall 
observe, in succession, the daylight side of the earth, 
the evening .twilight zone, the night side, the morning 

twilight zone, and again the daylight side. We on the 
satellite see all of this happen in only 100 minutes of 
actual time, so the earth can turn only 25 degrees dur
ing one revolution of the satellite. As the plane of the 
orbit swings around during the 50-day cycle, the area 
where the satellite crosses a twilight zone, and is thus 
obser\'able, will move rhythmically up and down in 
the earth's latitude from the point farthest north to 
the point farthest south and back again. When a 
twilight crossing is at a northern latitude in the morn
ing, it will occur at a southern latitude in the evening. 
When a morning crossing occurs near the equator, so 
also will the evening crossing. The seasonal change in 
the position of the earth with respect to the sun will 
affect this geometry considerably, without changing 
greatly the available time for satellite observations. 

During our 100-minute motion around the earth, 
the earth will have turned some 1,700 miles eastward 
at the equator, and the satellite crossings will take 
place at longitudes about this far apart. 

I! a twilight crossing takes place near perigee, 200 
miles above the earth's surface, the sun's shadow will 
just about reach the meridian directly over the ob
server's head at the end of evening twilight or at the 
beginning of morning twilight. Specifically, we shall 
have about 40 minutes during fairly dark skies to catch 
a satellite as it passes overhead in these circumstances. 
On the other hand, at apogee the satellite is far above 
the earth's shadow for a considerable angle in the sky 
beyond the direction of the sun at the level of twi
light. Hence, we shall then have more than I 00 min
utes of good dark sky in which we may hope to observe 
the satellite. This gives the opportunity, on rare occa
sions, to observe the satellite twice during one twilight 
period, as already mentioned. 

Future issues of the bulletin will contain more 
specific information on details of observing procedure 
and additional data about the satellite which will be 
useful to our volunteer observers. 

SMITHSONIAN AsTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

I.G.Y. Satellite Optical Tracking Program 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

G. R. Wright, Chairman 
202 Piping Rock Drive 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

Thomas A. Cragg 
246 \Vest Beach Avenue 
Inglewood 3, California 

\Valter A. Haas 
1203 N. Alameda Blvd. 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 

Edward A. Halbach 
2971 S . .52nd Street 
Milwaukee 14, Wisconsin 

Rolland R. LaPelle 
R. D. No.3 
Meadville, Pennsylvan;a 

Charles H. LeRoy 
621 Saxonburg Road 
Pittsburgh 38, Pennsylvania 

Russell C. ~faag 
901 S. Ohio 
Sedalia, Missouri 

Mrs. :Vlargaret W. Mayall 
4 Brattle Street 
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts 

Miss Grace C. Scholz 
410 Mason Hall Apartments 
Alexandria, Virginia 

Steadman Thompson 
1284 Edgehill Road 
Columbus 8, Ohio 

Clyde Tombaugh 
626 S. Alameda Blvd. 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 

Please address all visual observing applications to any 
individual member of the committee. 
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~ fl • SPECIAL OFFER of the H.P. Wil-
kins map of the moon. An attractive 
booklet. Reduced size as published in 
The Strolling Astronomer. Handy for 
use at the telescope. 25 regular sections 
and several special sections. Price: 

Booklet and a 1-year subscription, 
new or renewal ______ $5.00 
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new or renewal __ _ .$7.00 

Booklet alone __ ___ ---- .... $3.00 
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I ASTROLAS I 
I' New Model "B", ASTROLA 8" portable telescope with Fiberglass tube, 1Y2 inch steel I 
, shaft, cast aluminum mount, Rack and Pinion Focuser, 8X-38mm. Finder, with three I 
1 of the finest . Orthoscopic Oculars !l"iv!ng powers of . 84X-.21 OX-360.X. Optics guar- I 
-1- anteed to split doubles to Dawes Limit on good seemg mghts. Weight of telescope 
, about 72 pounds. Price $375.00. With electric clock drive $70.00 extra. 
I Just offered for sale, NEW RICHEST FIELD, 6" reflectors, 24 inches focal length, i tube 26· inches long. With Helical Focuser, one 28mm. Orthoscope ocular, Pyrex dia-
' gonal, may be cradled in arms for viewing Rich Field Areas. Has no mounting at-
~ tachments and weighs about 8 pounds. Price $125.00. All prices F. 0. B. our plant. 
i Terms half with order, balance when telescope is ready for shipment. 
i Other sized telescopes made to order as specified. 
i We do refiguring on imperfect mirrors at reasonable prices. 

• CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY I I 4137 East Anaheim Street J~ong Beach 4, California i 
,,,.._.,,_,,_._,,_,,_,,_,,._.._,_,,_,,_,_.,.....,,_,,_,,-.,.._,,-,,-,,-,,_,,_,,_.,_.._..,_.--.c,._•-~cJ.i 
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